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Renaissance    Man
Portraying David Worby today, is like taking a snapshot of 
a great and glorious sailing vessel whilst idle at sea, in the 
moments just before her sails snap tawt as they find a new wind. 
Worby’s in a blue period following the death of his wife in 
January, after a decade-long battle with cancer. But in the larger 
and longer view, Worby is a true renaissance man, with a lifetime 
of achievement, and a lifetime yet to come.

David was married to Cynthia Worby Nero, who is now a yoga 
instructor and healer living in Sante Fe; they were divorced in 
1995, and they have three children; Jess, now 35; Rebecca, now 
33, and; Sam, now 30. In 2010, David married Melanie Carol 
Grossman, a graduate of Princeton, Harvard and Yale and the 
doctor who invented laser hair removal. She first felt ill right 
after their honeymoon, and cancer was a constant during their 
marriage until her death at age 58.

He lives in extreme comfort in Bedford in an expansive English 
Manor home, complete with pool, pool house, and a tennis 
court - and staff - on 14 acres, across the street from Glen 
Arbor Golf Club, where he is a member...but he hasn’t golfed 
since Melanie passed. He’s been slow to resume spending time 
at his home in Ft. Lauderdale or his apartment on 66th and 
Central Park West. He has and feels his kids’ support, and the 
encouragement of his many friends, and he’s eased back into the 
routine he’s had for the last twenty-five years or so of going to 
work -three days a week- at his law firm, now known as Worby 
Vecchio & Edelman...but he is lonely and sad, and struggling to 
re-discover his joie de vivre.

He took the case of NYPD Detective and 
former Fox Lane Hockey Coach, John 
Wolcott, who had worked on the clean-up 
at Ground Zero and the Fresh Kill Landfill 
and had developed leukemia as a result of the 
exposure. Worby pursued the case when it 
was considered unpatriotic to question how 
Christine Todd Whitman as Commissioner 
of the Environmental Protection Agency and 
Rudy Guliani as Mayor of New York had 
directed and managed the response and the 
responders. With no medical background, 
he defied the popular wisdom and hunted 
down the scientific evidence linking Ground 
Zero exposure to the cancers and other 
illnesses this class of plaintiffs was suffering. 
And against all odds, having to overcome 
significant legal hurdles bringing a suit for 
actual and anticipated damages against the 
City of New York and the EPA, and having 
to personally invest tens of millions in 
time and expenses in an all-out bet on the 
outcome; Worby’s firm has recovered almost a 
billion dollars for its Ground Zero plaintiffs, 
and was instrumental in the adoption of the 
Zadroga Act, which established a federal fund 
to help the broader class of Ground Zero 
victims.

“When I took John Wolcott’s case it was 
against all odds. Some workers were sick, but 
people didn’t understand, yet, that a lot of 
people were going to die from exposure at 
Ground Zero and at the Fresh Kills Landfill, 
and that the City’s negligence in the process 
was directly accountable. I had to learn 
everything about the diseases, and something 
called ‘cross accelerant toxicological 
behaviors’, the Fireman Cancer Presumption 
Studies, and about latency periods, and then 
I established the scientific and legal nexus 
between the toxic exposure and the illnesses. 
It took years to convince the public and the 
Courts, and even all the plaintiffs, what had 
happened and why. When I’m gone, I hope 
my kids will recall how I persevered tirelessly 
in pursuit of justice for my clients. The best 
part of all of it is the many men and women 
who got checked earlier because of our efforts 
and were maybe able to treat their ailment 
sooner, and of course the 10,000 families 
who’ve been helped.”

Worby is most famous for having 
represented over 10,000 plaintiffs 
suffering from illnesses relating 
to their exposure at Ground Zero 
following the 9/11 attack.

BY Michael Kaplan
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and particularly in what is usually 
considered the less than glamorous field 
of personal injury law. Worby originally 
came to Westchester County straight out 
of Law Review at Villanova Law School, 
choosing to practice law with a small 
firm in White Plains where he would 
immediately start taking his own cases 
to court, over big law firm offers in big 
cities where it would be years before he 
would have his own clients. Only three 
years later, already gaining notice in 
the courtroom and in and around the 
Westchester business community, Worby 
started out on his own. He quickly grew 
two eponymous firms employing up to 
30 lawyers and staff (and bought an office 
building in downtown White Plains to 
house the operations): one firm dedicated 
to personal injury practice and well-
known for getting highest-ever verdicts for 
workers and such things as representing 
the victims in the neighborhood of the 
Paraco I-287 gas truck explosion in the 
1980s, and; one firm with an impressive 
corporate and real estate practice, with 
clients including Cappelli, Robert 
Martin, and various banks. By the late 
1980’s, Worby, still only in his thirties, 
was established as one of the most 
successful attorneys in the area. Worby 
was always the golden boy - professionally 
and personally - blessed with extreme 
intelligence, exceptional communication 
skills, and a debonaire personality.

In 1995, David tacked. He divorced from his first wife and committed to being there as a full and equal 
parent to their three kids, then 5, 9 and 11; he disbanded his corporate law firm, and; he altered his work-
focused schedule from 7 days a week to strictly 3 workdays in the office. On that schedule ever since, David 
managed to make good on being Dad for his three kids and grow his law firm into something of a behemoth. 
Today, Worby Vecchio & Edelman represents clients with all forms of personal injury cases and is renowned 
for achieving many of the largest verdicts in Westchester and the surrounding areas. And, David has lectured 
and been a speaker on various legal topics for Cornell University, Pace Law School, Villanova Law School, and 
numerous trial lawyer and bar associations.

Rarely does a lawyer get to play the part 
of hero, and even less are there such noble 
outcomes as Worby’s Ground Zero wins,

DAVID WORBY
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David explains that he started taking classical 
piano lessons as a kid. He says he took up 
guitar when he got into Cornell in order to 
meet girls, and then started playing gigs to pay 
the bills. He unabashedly declares, “I’m a very 
good guitarist and I’m a superb pianist” ...and 
then he’s got the chops to back it up! He’s 
performed at Birdland in NYC, in Nashville at 
Bluebird, and at many other venues.

David is a composer. Phil Sweetland of the 
New York Times wrote that “David has the 
rare gift of being able to write successfully in all 
genres of music.” And David explains, “I write 
on guitar and on the piano, and I’m very proud 
of the body of music I’ve created.” Samples of 
his varied tunes are available on the website 
where David showcases most of his endeavors 
- davidworbyproductions.com - and which 
boasts that: “Worby is a BMI songwriter with 
song catalog representation by Dan Hodges 
Music. He had his first major label cut by 
a reality show star, Dan Evans (The Biggest 
Loser) with “I Never Let You Go.” He has 
since celebrated recordings of his songs from 
Matt Kennon, Julie Myers, Trini Triggs, Vince 
Hatfield and many others.” He has written four theater pieces, three of which 

have been stage read in New York City theaters, 
and one of which, called ‘Very Truly Yours’, about 
a gay father who never comes out of the closet, was 
produced by Jenny Sullivan in Los Angeles with 
Eddie Albert Jr. playing the lead.

He has written fifteen screenplays, three of which 
have been optioned, and one of which, called ‘18 or 
81’, a feel-good story about a dyslexic black kid who 
raps backwards, may still have legs.

David is a poet, having started this artwork with a 
flood of 200 very personal poems David started to 
write on the heels of his divorce.

David has even hosted two radio talk shows; one in 
NYC called ‘Worby’s Law’, and; one on the local 
Westchester station called ‘Worby’s World’.

Still, it is that beyond David’s professional success which makes 
him truly and roundly interesting and exceptional. David is an 
accomplished musician, popular and western music composer, 
playwright, screenwriter, poet, and radio talk show host.

DAVID WORBY
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Worby’s home was built in 1900 and 
was modeled by the family arriving in 
Bedford after their estate in Bea-
consfield, England. Worby’s interior 
decorating is impeccable, and Worby’s 
erudite personality is reflected in the 
European influences throughout the 
house. The living / dining room features 
a spectacular wallpaper mural by Zuber, 
consisting of American wilderness 
scenes, and hand printed in France 
from the original 1690 hand-carved 
wood blocks. Chandeliers are 19th 
Century French and Venetian Baccarat 
crystal. Furniture includes the strategic 
use of 17th Century Venetian chairs as 
well as two French 18th Century chairs 
with provenance from Blenheim Palace 
in England. The kitchen is a Christopher 
Peacock Classical Pine Collection, 
and most of the doors and shutters 
throughout the house are hand-carved 
mahogany and rosewood.

A note about David’s home from B&NC 
Mag Homes Editor, Sue Dechiara
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Recounting his life, David reveals that all the culture may 
really have been his true inheritance. He says, “I guess we 
were part of the lower middle class. The 5 of us lived in 
a two-bedroom, 900 square foot house, in Spring Valley. 
My grandparents were Polish Jewish immigrants. My 
father, Louis, eventually found some success in a hardware 
business, but he was a used car salesman supporting the 
family until after I left for college. I’ve worked since I was 
seven years old. To get to go to YMCA camp, I worked 
in the kitchen. I got a job as a truck driver at Newark 
Airport that I worked in high school and to help pay 
tuition during my college summers. But we had a piano in 
the house, and my folks, and maybe especially my mom, 
Diana, always and above all else stressed the importance of 
education. My mom enrolled at Manhattanville College 
when she was 50, graduated in two-and-a-half years, got 
a Masters and a Phd. at Rutgers, became a Professor at 
Empire State College, and even published some feminist 
essays.” He then adds, anecdotally, “I’ve had quite a few 
people tell me that they were in such and such a class 
with my mom, how she took a genuine interest in their 
education, and how she changed their lives as a result. It’s 
so heartwarming, and it’s so who my mom was.”

Clearly, there was something special in the mix. David’s 
sister, Rachael Worby, who was married to Gaston 
Caperton, the former governor of West Virginia, is an 
accomplished orchestra conductor, and presently the 
Artistic Director, Conductor and Founder of MUSE/
IQUE, a counter-conventional orchestra based in 
Pasadena, California. And David’s brother, Joshua Worby, 
who also lives in Bedford, is the Executive & Artistic 
Director of the Westchester Philharmonic.

And David says that it’s his upbringing that inspires a lot 
of his philanthropy - which is significant. He founded 
both the David E. Worby Scholarship Fund and the 
David E. Worby Course in Advanced Trial Practice at 
Villanova Law School, and endowed a Chair at Cornell. 
He sits on the Boards of the Avon Theatre Film Center, 
Student Assistance Services, the Kennedy Center For 
The Arts, and Heroes in Transition for injured soldiers, 
and locally on the Boards of the Katonah Museum and 
the Bedford Historical Society. He’s on the Board of the 
Bedford Playhouse, where he’s donated a 100-seat theater 
named “The Worby”. He funds the Worby Literacy 
Program at the Bedford Hills Library, and the computer 
literacy program at the all-Black Antioch Church, among 
numerous other hands-on programs offering educational 
opportunities to the less advantaged.

DAVID WORBY
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David Greenberg, who recently became Rabbi 
Emeritus, retiring from the Senior Rabbi position at 
Temple Shaaray Tefila after 44 years of service to the 
community in that capacity, said, “I’ve known David 
for many years and have shared a great deal with 
him. We’ve celebrated together and we’ve mourned 
together. Throughout it all, I know David to be a 
man of depth and character, generous in his giving 
to worthy causes, and living with a kind and gracious 
heart.” Rabbi Greenberg continued, “I also know 
and admire David for his model of commitment to 
our Jewish heritage. His support of Temple Shaaray 
Tefila is enduring - especially through the Worby 
Cultural Enrichment Center. I recall years ago on 
Yom Kippur evening when David sang the Kol Nidre 
prayer. He touched us all as he sang with deep and 
stirring soulfulness.”

Still, when asked about his greatest accomplishment, 
David pivots immediately from all the stuff about 
the World Trade Center and all of his achievements 
in the arts and all of his charitable work, and says 
succinctly, “My three kids! I’m beyond proud, and 
grateful. My son Jess went to Colgate, has a Master 
in Fine Arts from the School of Visual Arts, and is a 
successful illustrator and Professor at the University 
of Massachusetts. My daughter Rebecca, who was 
the National Merit Scholarship Winner - not just 
a Finalist - at Fox Lane, went to Wesleyan and has 
a Master in Fine Arts from Columbia, is living in 
Austin where she’s an Editor for a major publisher. 
My son Sam went to Cornell, and got his MBA 
from Kellogg, and is currently a thriving business 
consultant. And most important, they are each kind, 
caring, empathetic and loving people.”

DAVID WORBY

David and Melanie on a trip to Italy.David’s pride and joy; his three grown children. Rebecca, Jess and Sam.
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David says he’s always been, “A sports nut. I played tennis, basketball and soccer as a kid, and took up golf in 
my thirties. I was the kid who negotiated with the janitor to let us use the school gym. I kind of always knew 
I wanted to be a litigator - ever since I saw Inherit the Wind. Acting never felt natural for me, but I’ve always 
been confident about public speaking and thinking on my feet, and so the courtroom seemed like the best idea. 
I was a hippie in high school and at Cornell, and those years shaped a lot of my taste in music...and I still do a 
lot of tai chi and yoga! But I think a lot of life is being able to adapt and reinvent yourself, I’ve been pretty good 
at that my whole life, and guess that’s kind of what I’m facing again now.”

Getting ready to catch the next wind, David 
says, “My goals these days are a lot more day 
to day than they used to be. I’m focused on 
remembering how to be happy, and having 
joy again. I’m starting to force myself to do 
things. I think I’ll get back to the golf club 
before the end of the summer, and lately 
I’ve started to think about how much I miss 
playing music. I want to meet some new 
people, maybe even a new life partner, and 
start a new chapter.” As to who he might 
invite to an imaginary first dinner party 
- dead or alive - David quickly declares, 
“Frank Sinatra, Elton John, The Beatles, and 
the GOAT from every sport!” When again 
under sail, Worby’s next leg promises to be 
quite a journey!
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www.hadassahsweet.com

Hadassah Sweet
Transforming Your Space One Design at a Time

Since 2015, I’ve been transforming homes in a way that’s aligned with my clients’ tastes and visions. I firmly 
believe that every single space, regardless of shape or size, has the potential to be beautiful with a little attention 
from a professional expert. Check out my work and give your office or home the transformation it needs today!

Lighting Design Consultation Spatial Planning Pre-Construction Consultation

Your Space. Redesigned.
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